
PT
This portion of the circuit takes the 50 volts A/C input from J1 and converts (rectifies) it into ~300 Volts DC which is stored in Capacitors C3 and C4.    Notice that these two caps are in series and connected directly to the strobe lamps anode and cathode.This 300 DC volts from C3 and C4 supplies the bulk of the power to the strobe lamp when it is triggered.  When the machine is on and the coin door is closed, you should read ~150 volts DC across each of these capacitors.R1 is a 120 ohm 5 watt white ceramic resistor available at Marco's.  
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This is an optional portion of the circuit that is unused.  L1, L2 and C7 are not installed.  JP1 and JP2 are shorted.

PT
The MOC3011 chip is an opto isolator switch similar to a relay in function.  This chip should have a constant 12-16 volts (12 unregulated) at pin 1.  When the software wants to flash the strobe light, a ground pulse is sent to the "driver" pin on J1 which momentarily grounds pin 2 of the MOC3011.  This puts 12-16 volts DC across pins 1 and 2 of the MOC3011and closes its internal contacts.When the internal contacts in the MOC3011 are closed, pins 4 and 6 are connected internally.  Connecting pins 4 and 6 of the MOC3011 triggers the strobe to fire by allowing the voltage from C6 to flow into T1 which applies the high voltage trigger to the lamp.
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This part of the circuit rectifies the 50 volts A/C from J1 into a DC voltage around 130 volts DC and stores it in C6.  When the trigger input (driver) pulse is received on J1, the voltage in C6 is switched onto T1 primary coil then T1 emits a high voltage to the strobe's trigger to fire the strobe.  Once C6/T1  start the strobe firing, the main power for the flashing itself comes from the two larger capacitors C3 and C4.

PT
This is the output to the strobe bulb itself.  The anode and cathode should always have 300 Volts DC across them (except when recharging after a strobe).  300V is not enough voltage to actually fire the strobe.  It is not until the extra voltage from C6 is pumped up even higher by T1 and switched onto the Trigger that the strobe starts conducting and C3 and C4 discharge and fire the strobe.  Once all of the caps have discharged, the strobe turns off.  At this point all of the caps charge back up and wait for another trigger pulse to start the strobe up again.
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T1:  This transformer is a rectangular blue component with very thin leads.  The transformer steps up the voltage from C6 to about 4000 volts DC (be careful) on the strobe lamp's trigger.  The high voltage trigger pulse ionizes the xenon gas in the strobe lamp, which begins conducting and allows the energy stored in C3 and C4 to discharge through the lamp.Check the leads on T1 to see if any are broken.  I had to use a magnifying glass before I noticed the broken lead on mine.   Make sure this component is glued down to prevent the leads from breaking.  This part is available from Pinball Resource for $15.75
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This LED is similar to the LED on your camera's flash.  When the capacitors are all charged up and ready to fire the strobe, this LED will come on.  This LED is not very bright and flickers.


